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ABSTRACT

A wide variety of singing synthesis models and methods exist, but there are remarkably few real-time controllers for these models. This paper describes a variety of devices developed over the last few years for controlling singing synthesis models implemented in the Synthesis Toolkit in C++ (STK), Max/MSP, and ChucK. All of the controllers share some common features, such as air-pressure sensing for breathing and/or loudness control, means to control pitch, and methods for selecting and blending phonemes, diphones, and words. However, the form factors, sensors, mappings, and algorithms vary greatly between the different controllers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As might be expected, attempts to create controllers for computer voice models consistently point up similar sets of problems. From a technical standpoint, the sheer number of parameters that need to be controlled in an expressive voice model present daunting issues of sensors, bandwidth, systems, and mappings. From a musical, linguistic, and perceptual standpoint, nearly all humans possess a voice, and have years of experience “playing” it (not necessarily musically, but still expressively). Further, humans closely attend to the voices of others, so we are extremely critical of synthesized voices. This paper describes a number of devices to address some of these problems, providing the ability to control a variety of singing synthesis models in real time for musical performance.

2. SQUEEZEVOXEN

There once were two singer/engineers (Perry Cook and Colby Leider), both interested in vocal synthesis, who had been foraging used music stores and Ebay for old accordions. Thus the SqueezeVox project [1] was born in 2000 with hopes of creating meaningful and expressive (or at least fun) controllers for computer voice models. The project recognized that to create breathing sounds with no phonation. Two speakers from the bellows without sounding tones, signals the software to create breathing sounds with no phonation. Two speakers mounted inside Lisa allow sound to be projected from the instrument itself, an important design consideration when crafting new musical instruments [4]. Lisa and Bart made their performance debut in Princeton’s “Beyond the 88: A Festival of New Music for Alternative Keyboard Instruments” in 2001.

Similar to Lisa, concertina Maggie’s left side has buttons (32 plus “bank-switch”) and bend sensors (Fig. 2 upper). However, Maggie differs much from her larger SqueezeVox siblings. The right hand provides pitch control via four buttons functioning as brass instrument transposition valves, and a thumb slider (Fig. 2 lower) selecting the overtone/octave. Maggie has no internal speakers, and made her performance debut at Seattle NIME 2001 in the Experience Music Project Museum JBL Theater, performing “7 Minutes from Tibet,” controlling multiple models of Tibetan chant, Tuvan overtone singing, and banded-waveguide Tibetan prayer bowls.
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Figure 1. SqueezeVox Lisa.  Figure 2. Maggie.
3. THE COWE

So the Zen Master says to the hot dog vendor, “Make me one with everything.” (Thanks to Michael Gurevich for this). Originally intended in 2003 as a percussion and sound effects controller [5] [6] that included every type of common sensor (one with everything), the “Controller, One With Everything” (COWE, Figure 3) quickly found use as an interface for vocal models. The COWE has a breath-pressure sensor, linear FSR, and thumb slider, but also borrows from SqueezeVox Bart by adding a two-axis accelerometer tilt sensor for controlling vowel space. Touching the linear FSR overrides the vowel-space tilt control and activates pre-stored linear phoneme/word sequences, allowing the user to naturally and smoothly sing text. Eight push buttons are divided into four buttons acting as brass-valve pitch control, and four for programmatic control. Four rotary knobs provide additional controls. Two buttons on the underside switch voiced/unvoiced synthesis, and overtone singing, with the overtone controlled by tilt.

Continuous blowing into the breath-sensor became tiring, so a large stuffed toy cow was called into service, reinforcing the COWE name. The cow was re-stuffed with an exercise ball, which when inflated acts as an air reservoir. Inserting the breath pressure hose into the ball’s inflating nozzle turns the COWE into a bagpipe-like interface, allowing the user to squeeze the cow under the arm to control breath pressure (Figure 4). The COWE has performed in a variety of venues, including the Princeton Listening in the Sound Kitchen Festival in 2003, and the Cornell Music Festival in 2004.

Figure 3. The COWE controller. Figure 4. COWE with cow.

4. THE VOMID

Maggie and the COWE proved to be conveniently portable devices, certainly when compared to the larger Lisa and Bart, but the brass-instrument pitch control metaphor proved difficult to maneuver. The piano keyboard was sorely missed when trying to play rapid passages, even though the author is a brass player, because in actual brass playing, lip tension controls the overtone, not a thumb slider. Beginning in 2004, lessons learned from the SqueezeVoxen and the COWE were brought forward and improved in the Voice-Oriented Melodica Interface Device (VOMID) (Figure 5). Based on the melodica, which is a small handheld reed keyboard instrument blown by the player, the VOMID is built on a highly modified (nearly entirely gutted and rebuilt) Korg MicroKontrol device.

The VOMID is designed to be suspended by a neck strap on the chest, thus played somewhat like an accordion (Figure 6). Thanks to Korg, the VOMID sports a 37 note keyboard, 16 programmable touch-sensitive buttons, a joystick, eight rotary pots, and eight slide pots (all programmable). Custom additions to the base controls include a breath pressure sensor, sensitive to both blowing and sucking, mapped to phonation (singing) when blown, and breathing sounds when sucked. A linear FSR is located along side the top two octaves of the keyboard, and is mapped to continuous pitch control, directly related to the discrete pitches of the keyboard. If a key is held down, the FSR behaves as a pitch modifier (bend, vibrato), but if no key is held down, the FSR directly controls pitch over the two octave range. In this way, the “best of both worlds” of accurate discrete pitch (which a real singer does not enjoy), and smooth continuous pitch (which singers do), are available.

There is an additional linear FSR next to the bottom octave of the keyboard, for arbitrary programmatic control and special effects. A rotary pot is located on the top plate so as to be easily visible to the player, along with four LEDs (different colors) to display status. Finally, there is a three-axis accelerometer inside, sensitive to leaning and shaking.

Figure 5 The VOMID Figure 6 VOMID in performance.

5. SOFTWARE

All devices send MIDI to programs written in a variety of languages and systems. These include the Synthesis ToolKit in C++ (STK) [7], Max/MSP [8], and ChucK [9]. All programs run on Windows and Mac OS X platforms. STK and ChucK programs run additionally under LINUX. Vocal models include source-filter formant models, acoustic-tube models, FM, FOFs, and concatenative PCM (for overview see [10]).
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